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Abstract

Field and temperature dependent microwave measurements on high quality MgB2 thin film have been performed.

From the complex microwave conductivity one can identify the mean-field (MF) coherence length deeply in the mixed

state, and the Ginzburg–Landau (GL) coherence length at the transition to the normal state. The analysis reveals the

temperature independent anisotropy ratio nab
MF=n

c
MF � 2, and nab

GL=n
c
GL � 2:8. The analysis of depinning frequencies

shows collective pinning behavior.
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There is a general agreement that coherence length in

the recently discovered binary compound MgB2 is

anisotropic, but a controversy arised on the question

whether this anisotropy is temperature dependent or

not. Here, we study several aspects of anisotropy in

MgB2 superconductor by the magnetic field and tem-

perature dependent microwave response in high quality

MgB2 thin film.

The thin film of MgB2 was grown on Al2O3 substrate

as described earlier [1,2]. The film thickness was 400 nm.

Microwave measurements were carried out in an

elliptical cavity resonating in eTE111 mode at 9.3 GHz.

The thin film was mounted on a sapphire sample holder

and placed in the center of the cavity where the micro-

wave electric field Ex was maximum. The sample was

oriented with ab-plane parallel to Ex. The measured

quantities were the Q-factor of the cavity loaded with the
sample and the resonant frequency f .
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From the complex frequency shift D~x=x ¼ Df =
f þ iDð1=2QÞ one can obtain by inversion the complex

conductivity ~r ¼ r1 � ir2 of the film using the cavity

perturbation expression [3].

Two approaches for the determination of the upper

critical field are illustrated in Fig. 1. The response of the

superconductor in the mixed state to an oscillating

electric field Ex is given by an effective complex con-

ductivity [4]:
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From experimentally determined ~reff one can extract

two quantities, B=Bc2 and x0, for every measured point.

B=Bc2 is the volume fraction of the vortex cores in the

sample volume, while x0 is the depinning frequency.

The linear part of the curves in Fig. 1(a) represents

the MF behavior where vortices comprise many Landau

levels [5]. The corresponding values of BMF
c2 are shown by

symbols in Fig. 2. As the transition to the normal state is

approached, the higher Landau levels are lifted and the
ed.
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Fig. 1. (a) Variations of the volume fraction of the vortex cores.

The lines mark the low field linear segments of the curves

wherefrom BMF
c2 can be determined (indicated by the arrows).

(b) The lowest Landau level scaling of the imaginary part of the

fluctuation conductivity for six experimental curves: three ob-

tained by field sweeps and three by temperature sweeps.

Fig. 2. The upper critical fields determined by various methods,

BMF
c2 (symbols), BGL

c2 (full lines).

Fig. 3. Field dependences of the depinning frequencies.
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curves in Fig. 1(a) become nonlinear. The transition it-

self is characterized by the fluctuations at the lowest

Landau level. Fig. 1(b) shows the scaling law wherefrom
the BGL
c2 lines are deduced (full lines in Fig. 2). In terms

of the coherence lengths, we find the temperature inde-

pendent anisotropy ratios nab
MF=n

c
MF � 2, and nab

GL=n
c
GL �

2:8.
The depinning frequencies are plotted in Fig. 3 versus

B=BGL
c2 . One observes an almost universal behavior

characteristic of collective pinning [6], but with different

field dependences along the two directions. One can

conclude that the pinning force is stronger for the vor-

tices directed along c-axis.
In conclusion, we have identified two types of

coherence lengths, the MF coherence length deeply in

the superconducting state, and GL coherence length at

the transition to the normal state. Both types of coher-

ence lengths exhibit temperature independent anisot-

ropy. The depinning frequency provides evidence of

collective pinning.
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